Studio Views began in May of 2020

Joan McLoughlin

We got a rare view of the artist at work in their studio
and gained insight to their unique creative processes
during Covid-19. In May of 2021, we asked
them to check back in.

Studio Views

June 2021
June 2020
My art studio has been very versatile lately.
As a native New Yorker, I have many loved ones who have been
strongly impacted by the Coronavirus. Two of my close relatives
contracted COVID-19, and many more were directly exposed to it.
While emailing with one of my nieces, she told me that her 11 year old
daughter is obsessed with art. I arranged for her to have a FaceTime
studio visit. We spent over an hour discussing each other’s art. She
loved seeing a working artist’s studio, even the overstuffed storage
closet and the supply shelves and cabinets. Her mother informed me
that is the most her daughter has spoken since the quarantine began.
Via FaceTime I am also using the computer to make a hard cover
book with my 9 year old granddaughter. It’s called MIMI AND ME: The
Four Seasons. We are each contributing drawings, paintings, stories
and photographs relating to the seasons of the year. It is challenging
for her as she lives in Florida and all of the seasons are so similar.
Amid my paintings and projects, I am also using my studio for some
non-art related endeavors. It has been converted into a zoom yoga
studio (I just push the easels aside and roll out my mat.); a hair salon
(My hair stylist prompted me via zoom how to do a different kind of
coloring.); and a place of worship (My husband and I attend online
services. Our dog joins us, but he snores for the duration). On
Easter we had a zoom visit with our immediate family from Maryland,
Colorado and Florida. Everyone wore some version of an Easter
bonnet. My husband was reluctant to wear the Baltimore Ravens cap
with a papier-mache bunny on top which I created for him. His was
voted best bonnet!
As my art style is abstract and semi-abstract, it is a perfect vehicle for
me to express my thoughts and emotions at this time - getting back to
basics, a shift in priorities, faith, silence and isolation.
One beautiful, warm, sunny, breezy day I decided to paint outside.
The wind took my large canvas as a sail. A bug got caught in the
wet paint. I noticed I had dripped some paint on my brick patio and
I immediately sprayed it down with the hose before the paint dried. I
then noticed that my painting had also been sprayed. That is when I
decided to retreat back to my beloved studio, my happy place even in
the best of times. I am especially grateful for it
during this troubled time.

My studio has been a godsend during the pandemic. It was an
escape from reality in a time that surely has been
escape-worthy.
There were dark days when the present was frightening and
the future looked gloomy. The times influenced my work in
that my usual bright, bold, cheerful colors gave way to grays,
browns, blacks, cool blues and neutrals. The colors lent
themselves to landscapes. I used some of my old landscape
sketches that I had saved over the years as a catalyst. As
is usual for me, I painted both abstracts and semi-abstracts.
Both were well received, and I actually had a
banner year for sales.
Art in Bloom Gallery did a wonderful job promoting their artists’
work throughout the time that the galleries were closed. An
incredible virtual gallery was created, which continues even
now making it very easy and enjoyable for customers to shop
online. Other shows went on with restrictions, which kept me
busy working. Although the pace was slower, there were still
deadlines and goals to work toward.
As life is now returning to pre-pandemic conditions, I continue
to use my new palette; however I find my old flowers and
bright colors creeping back in.
I have become accustomed to doing yoga in my studio and
prefer it to going out to classes. I can critique my work while
exercising and use my meditation time to be
inspired creatively.

“Streaming” Acrylic on canvas, 16” x 40”

